	
  

Protecting The Reputation Of Your Online Business
Websites are the new battleground between malicious hackers, security professional and
online business owners. The game has changed, malicious hackers are targeting websites
in order to compromise them, steal precious business information and employ legitimate
benign websites to do the dirty work for them. Malicious hackers are no longer focusing
on defacing websites, there motivation has morphed. Websites are hacked to be used as
distributors of malware, to infect millions of visitors unknowingly with viruses and
malware. These kind of attacks destroy the reputation of more than 6,600 websites every
single day. It is imperative to sit up and take notice, and employ mechanism which will
protect your website against these kind of devastating attacks.

What is the problem: Consider the fact that more than 6,600 benign websites are
getting hacked every single day. These legitimate websites are turned into distributors of
malware by malicious hackers. Once a website is identified as a distributor of malware,
search engines such as Google, Yahoo, Bing and other will “blacklist” that website. As a
result all modern browsers, which query these blacklists in order to protect Internet users
from inadvertently landing up on malware infested sites, will block access to your
compromised website. This deprives your business of potential customers and visitors
and tarnishes your online reputation significantly. The screenshot below shows what your
potential customers will see in Firefox, Safari, Internet Explorer, Opera and other
browsers, if your website gets hacked. We also show how Google discourages Internet
surfers from visiting hacked websites.

What Visitors See When Your
Website Gets Hacked

Google Discourages Visitors From
Clicking Through To Your Website

Is my website at risk: More than 95% of websites in the Internet have at least one
major security hole which can be exploited by malicious hackers to break in and cause
havoc. Thousands of websites get hacked every day. Most websites are hosted by
professional web-hosting companies who may not have the necessary security expertise
to safeguard your business from attacks like these. Furthermore, attack patterns are
constantly changing. This is an evolving battleground. Only websites that employ constant
vigilance can beat back the hackers.
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How can my website be compromised: Websites can be compromised in many

ways. Most modern websites use pieces of software (e.g. CMS like Wordpress,
frameworks like Joomla, Django etc.) that is re-used by website designers and
programmers. These re-usable pieces of third party computer software can contain
vulnerabilities and can allow malicious hackers to break into your website. Furthermore,
website hosting companies may not be able to provide timely updates and upgrades for
the software powering your website which leads to open security holes. Additionally,
custom computer code developed by website designers often contain security
vulnerabilities because most website developers are not sufficiently trained to write
secure computer code.

What happens if my site gets compromised: If your site gets compromised and is

misused to distribute malware to innocent visitors, the infected website is put on a
“blacklist” by various search engines such as Google, Yahoo, Bing and others. Most
modern browsers seek advice from these blacklists and attempt to protect Internet surfers
from landing up on infected websites. When users try to visit your website, they will be
blocked from doing so by their browser. This will lead to loss of revenue and visibility in
the Internet. Moreover there will be an irreparable loss to the reputation of your website
and business. Additionally, the recovery process to clean up a website, after an extensive
attack, not detected in time, will prove to be very expensive. Furthermore, the amount of
money you have invested in Search Engine Optimization (SEO), in order to appear
favorably in search engine results, will be put to waste. In short the results of getting
blacklisted are extremely grave and unfavorable.

Will my Antivirus not protect me: Unfortunately, detecting web-based malware is
very different than detecting malware which traditionally infects a personal computer. See
below how Anti-Virus engines are poor at detecting web-malware on webpages. Even
services which claim to provide website reputation services are not
accurate, see below.
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What can I do to stop this from happening to my website: There are many best

practice mechanisms which you can employ. A lot of useful information is listed on our
FAQ pages: http://www.stopthehacker.com/faq/
To protect a website from malicious hackers, it is imperative to monitor the reputation of
the website continuously, detect signs of any malware infection, assess the security level
of the website on an ongoing basis. It is important to use a service, which evolves
constantly with the morphing techniques, which hackers use to infect websites. To stay a
step ahead of the hackers is not easy for traditional Anti-Virus companies, which use
signature based mechanisms to detect malware. Services, such as Stopthehacker, which
use machine learning and Artificial Intelligence based malware detection are miles ahead
of other services.

How can Stopthehacker.com help: Stopthehacker’s advanced services can protect
the reputation of your online business and website. Stopthehacker’s advanced technology,
depicted below, constantly evolves to stay a step ahead of the malicious hackers.

Stopthehacker’s online dashboard, see below, lets you take complete control of your
website, allowing you to pick and choose the right security service for your needs. Protect
your website today, and insure your business’s online reputation.
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